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HIKING & WALKING ROUTES 
 
 

CONSTANTIA WINELANDS & KIRSTENBOSCH GARDENS 
  
The oldest wine region in South Africa with historic wine farms such as Groot Constantia dating back 
to the late 1600’s, when looking for the classic South African wine experience, Constantia is often 
overlooked in favour of the wine country surrounding Franschhoek and Stellenbosch.  A mere 20 min 
out of the Cape Town city centre, the Constantia Winelands not only produce some of South Africa’s 
best award-winning wines, but also boasts huge historic significance and great culinary experiences all 
nestled in a scenic mountain valley.  The beautiful Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens have become 
synonymous with any visit to Cape Town – arguably the finest botanical garden in the world, the 35 
hectares of beautifully manicured grounds represent the incredible diversity to be found in the famed 
Cape Floral Kingdom, all framed by a stunning backdrop of mountains and sweeping views of the city. 
 
 
 
FD CONSTANTIA HIKE & WINE         
Hiking Duration: 3 – 4 hours / 5km (3 miles) 
Description: Our standard walking route takes in the beautiful Vlakkenberg Ridge following slowly 
ascending trails to summit on Vlakkenberg Peak with its stunning views over the Constantia Valley & 
out towards False Bay.  Looping back down to the car, your guide will host you for lunch at one of our 
favourite local lunch spots before spending the rest of the day on an insider’s experience of the wine 
farms of Constantia.  For those not interested in wine, we visit famed Kirstenbosch Gardens for a little 
more light walking through the grounds of one of the most beautiful botanical gardens in the world. 
Grade: Moderate – good mountain trails that can be rocky underfoot. Fairly sustained but easy ascent, 
no exposed ridges. 
Experience & Fitness Level Required: A moderate to good level of hiking fitness required to cope with a 
gradual but sustained ascent along with comfort walking over uneven ground. 
 
 
FD KIRSTENBOSCH WALK & WINE         
Hiking Duration: 3 – 4 hours / 6km (2½ miles) 
Description: A great way to tick off two of Cape Town icons in a day, we start with an easy stroll through 
the beautiful Kirstenbosch Gardens before ascending gently to exit the garden and make our way into 
Cecelia Forest.  Our route takes us through lush forest, past wonderful waterfalls and stunning views 
before descending into the Constantia Valley for lunch.  Finish the day with an insiders experience of 
the wine farms of Constantia before returning to Cape Town. 
Grade: Easy to Moderate– easy strolling on manicured pathways followed by undulating walking on 
good mountain trails.  Some short sharp ascents can be expected. 
Experience & Fitness Level Required: A moderate to good level of hiking fitness required to cope with 
some short but sharp ascents, along with comfort walking over uneven ground. 
 

 
Included: Private Vehicle & Guide, Water, Snacks, Picnic/Café Lunch, walking equipment, entry fees, 
wine tastings 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  

• A festive season surcharge of ZAR300 per each trip is applicable between 20 
December & 5 January  

• A recommended kit list is available on request. 
 


